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Abstract 

The linear theory of land and sea breeze circulation (LSBC) shows that， in the absence of由e
Coriolis force and undcr the hydrostatic approximation， there exists a simi1arity solution. In this 
solution. the horizonta1 coordinate is scaled by N，.Jltw;，l'!， ~the vertical coordinate by ，.lI~W;l1 t ， 
the horizontal velocity by gal1T / N， the vertical velocity by gαJT ・ω*/N~ 回d 由e pressure by 
gαJT日切手ll~ ， respectively， where ω事叩d111' are the frequencY，and amplitude of the temperature 
V町 iationat the ground， r国pectively，N the Brunt-Vaisala frequency corresponding to由ebasic density 
stratuication， ，. the eddy therma1 diffusivity， g the gravity acceleration andα 由ethermal expansion 
coefficient. The eddy Prandtl number is assomed to bc unity. 

1n由e.immediateneighborhood of the coas世inc，a small region in which non-hydrostatic effects 
are signuicant and the sirnilarity solution is invalid is p問 sent.The horizontal and vertical dimensions 
of the non-hydrostatic問 gionare of the order of (，./ N)山 andthe vertical velocity becorhes of the 
same order of the ho田 ontalone in this region. Outside of the region， however. the similarity solution 
remains always valid. 

When由eCoriolis force is present， the solution outside of the non-hydrostatic region depends 
o叫yon the non-dimensional Coriolis parameter f defmed by f *1叫 Ifthe horizon t邑 dimension
-ん ofLSBC is defined by the distance from the.coastline at which the non-dimensional velocity of the 
onshore wind becomes equa1 to 0.03，ん isgiven byん=NK，1/2ω長削F(f)， wher~Fωis a universal 
function of f. F remains a1most constant (about 2.1) for fく1(Iatitude 1田sthan 30"'). Whenfbecomes 
larger than 1， however， F starts to decrease rapidly and becomes equa1 to 0.9 for f=2.0 (at the Arctic 
or the Antarctic) 

Effects of the eddy Prandt1 number and the non-linear process on the flow characteristics are 
叫sodiscussed 

1. Introduction 
1$BC? "， in the frame work of a Iinear廿leory
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Land and sea breeze circulation (hereafter 

abbreviated by 1$BC) is one of 世田 oldest 

subjects which have continuously at!racted the 

in担rest of meteorologists (Rottuno， 1983) 
There have been extensive observational and 

numerical studies on 1$BC. However， several 
basic questions concerning the dynamics of 

1$BC seem not to have been answered yet. The 
present paper addresses one of these questions， 

“what detennines the horizontal dimension of 

An at!empt to study LSBC by means of a 

linear theory begins with the work of Jeffreys 

(1922). Since then， a number of works wi也

different interests have contributed to developinR 

the theory. An excellent historical review of 

th闘 worksare given in Rot加no(1983). Here， 
we will be confined to review only several 

works which have a direct li叫， Wl出 thepresent 

study 

This paper was presented at Internationa1 Seminar on 
Studies of Large-S阻 leAtmo甲.hericProcesses by Use of 
Mode1s (Kyoto， Ju1y 1986). 

@1987， Meteorological Society of Japan 

It is gene四llyreco伊 ized血atthe factors 

which affect LSBC are: 1) diurnal variation of 

the ground temperature， 2) diffusion of heat， 3) 
static stability， 4) Coriolis force and 5) diffusion 
of momentum (Kimu阻 阻d Eguchi， 1978; 
hereafter referred to出 KE).The first three 
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factors are indispensable for producing LSBC 

Altbough the fourtb factor is not necessary for 
producing LSBC， it plays印加port田 trole in 
detennining its horizontal dimension and pro-

ducing the clockwise rotation of tbe wind 
vector with time. The fifth factor is not neces-
sary for producing LSBC either. However， it 
is important for satisfying tbe no-slip condition 

at 世田 ground皿 dproducing a realistic wind 
profile near the ground. 

A reasonable linear tbeory which includes 
all tbe above five factors was first examined 
by Walsh (1974). He has shown由at血edyna 

mics of LSBC is well described by the hydro 
static equation system. As for廿1ehorizontal 

dimension of LSBC， he mentioned that“. 
can be said to increase witb }s. This resu1t 
suggests間四alogybetween tbe circulation's 

horizontal extent and the Rossby deformation 

日diusNH/.ん， where H is tbe deptb of tbe 
disturbance'¥In tbe above quotation， N is tbe 
Brunt.Y泊saJ五 frequencycorresponding to the 
density stratification of tbe atmosphere， and 
f. tbe Corio1is p町田neter.As will be shown 
later， H is scaled by tbe diffusion lengtb 
(K/叫 )112，where叫 istbe frequency of血e

diurnal variation of tbe ground temperature 
and K tbe eddy tbermal diffusion coef:日cient
(or eddy kinematic visc田 ityv sin田 heassumed 
that the eddy Prandt1 number Pr-=ν/K is unity)ー

Therefore， the horizontal dimension suggested 
by Walsh (1974) is equivalent to N(K/ω.)"'/f.・

KE considered LSBC over阻 islandof白首te

wid tb in the ab鵠 nceof血eCorio1is force. 
Assuming tbat pr is unity，也eyfound吐1at也e
flow field is determined by a single non. 
di加ensional p紅白neterρ defined by .0=山本

(1'/ N'κ) '''， where I is tbe wid也 oftbe island 

Furtbermore， tbey showed tbat， for .0く1.3，
tbe flow structure is sbnilar to tbat of白esteady 
heat island (.0=0). On tbe otber hand， for 
.Q > 1.3， they suggested tl1at the horizontal 
dimension of LSBC is mainly determined by tbe 
characteristics of tbe internal gravity wave by 
comparing their results wi由 thoseof tbeir 
inviscid model. However，血eydid not give四

exp1icit expression for the horizontal dimension. 
It is interesting to note that tbe non.出men-

sional par町neterQ can be written as 

ρ={I/L)"'， 

where L =N，，112ω*3/2 has a dimension of 

length. What does tbis lengtb scale mean phy. 
sically? It coincides with tbe horizontal wave. 
length of吐1ehydrostatic intemal gravity wave 
whose frequency and vertical scale a日出水

田 d ("'/叫)"'， respectively. It also coincides 
with the horizontal distance to which tbe same 
intema1 gravity wave can transport its energy 
仕omthe coast1ine withln a day (~ω.'). Thus， 

if也ehorizontal dimension of LSBC would 
be detennined by tbe dynamics of the internal 
gravity wave as suggested by KE， it should have 
a close relationship to the length scale L. 

Ueda (1983) extended the work of Walsh 
(1974) to tbe case in which Pr is not equal to 
unity， and also examined 世田 structure of a 
steady convection for which曲キ=0andf，ホキO
He obtalned an experimental formula tbat tbe 

horizontal dimension of LSBC was proportional 
to 

(N/ω*)O.714(ν/叫 )lf2PrO )
 

3
 

• l
 

(
 

He also found that也eCoriolis force did not 
affect tbe horizontal dimension of LSBC. 

Rottuno (1983) considered阻 inviscidmodel 
of LSBC in which a tbermal forcing is present 
above the coastline. He showed tbat tbe nature 
of tbe respo田eof tbe inviscid atmosphere 
changes markedly according to whether f. 
is larger出回叫 orless， where叫 isto be under. 
stood国世田 forcingfrequency. Especially he 
suggested that tbe horizontal d泊四nsionof LSBC 

is given by Nh(OJ~-fn"" for fキくω*and by 
Nh (J~ーω~).，，， for l￥〉叫" where h is也e
vertical scale of the tbermal forcing and may 
be regarded田 tbediffusion len斜h'("，/ω*)lf2 for 

the present purpose. If KE's work is interpreted 
as suggesting曲目白ehorizontal dbnension of 
LSBC is given by L = N "，'"ω*3/2 as discussed 

above， Rottuno's work can be regarded as an 
extension of KE's idea to a rotating system. 

We have reviewed several recent works which 
study the linear dynamics of LSBC. Even if we 
are confined to these works， there exist three 
different expressions for廿1ehorizontal d泊len-

sion of LSBC. V別世chexpression is the correct 
one? Where do such contradictions originate 
from? It is the pu叩oseof也epresent paper 
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to provide definite answers to these questioIis. 
In世田 followingsection， the problem is for. 

mulated. The non.dimensionalization of the 

goveming equations and the boundary conditions 

form the kemel of the present analysis. The 
results are shown in Section 3 and are discussed 

in the light of the previous studies in Section 4. 
They are summarized in吐日lastsection 

2. Form叫ationof曲eprob)em 

2.1. Model 

Consider a straight coastline as shown in 

Fig. 1. The x.. and y.-axises are taken to the 
horizontal directions perpendicular to and 

a10ng the coastline， respectively， and the z..axis 
to the vertical direction. The land occupies世間

right half of the earth's surface (x. > 0)， while 
the sea the left haif (x. < 0)古田 wholesystem 

is rotating about the vertic品目isat a constant 

angular velocity 1./2 
The a加10spherein the basic state is assumed 

to be motionless皿 dhave a constant positive 

vertic凶 temperature')gradient r， so that the 
temperature T事 inthe basic state is given by 

T.=T岬 +rz*， (2.1) 

where T帥 is廿letemperature at the earth's sur-

face (z ホ~0) in the basic state. 
The temperature T L> on廿1eland surface is 

assumed to change periodically wi也 timearound 

its mean value with出eantpli加 deL1T.皿 d由e

frequency副本， so that it is given by 
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T~To九下cosw.t・

Fig. 1. Schematic diagr田nof the model. 

1) Strictly speaking， the word “temperature" should 
be hereafter replaced by “potentia1 temperatureぺ

H.N面10 903 

T帥 =T岬十L1Tホcos副本九 (xキ>0)， (2.2) 

where t. is time. On the other hand， the tem. 
perature T s* 00 the sea surface is assumed to re-

main constant with time; 

Tsキ=T帥 (x.く0) (2.3) 

It is出epurpose of甘lIspaper to ex田叫出血e
response of the viscous stratified fluid to廿1e

differential heating given by (2.2)叩 d(2.3) 
Since the vertical dimension of LSBC is ex. 

pected to be small compared with吐lescale 

height of the atmosphere， the atmosphere may 
be regarded as a Boussinesq fluid 

2.2. Goveming equations and non-dimensionali. 
zation 

If廿leresponse of吐leatmosphere is assumed 

to be uniform in the a1ongshore direction 

(a/dy.=O) ，血egoverning equations in the 000-
dimensional form are given by 
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0'[与+ε (u~子+w主)J

=与+T+Pro'fõ'~'.と+与1 (2.6) dz . -. -. -L -dx' 出 j

。T taT. dT、
iJ-t +ε¥U否王ー+wa~ )+w 

d'T d'T 
=82E7+37 

au dw 
+ V~'~ =0， 

dx'Tz 

(2.7) 

(2目8)

where the following non-dimensionalizations are 

introduced: 

t*=ω;/t， h=if(it)1 
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Z*=(去)'印Z
_ gcu1T 

(u*， v.)一一つ「と(u，旬)，

本 gαL1T. ，_ I 、
Wホ N 一苛~w， p*=gaL1T*(';;*) p， 

T.=sT *・T， f水=叫 f. (2.9) 

U*，V* and w事 arethe velocity components in the 
X."， Y.一 and zホーdirections.respectiveIy， T' * 
deviation of the total temperature T. from the 
basic state temperature T * (T、~ T .-T .)， P. 
the kinematic pre田ureand g廿1egravity accele-
ration. The Coriolis parameterん isgiven by 

f市~ 2ω* SIO世1 where世isthe latitude. The 
、 Brunt-Vaisalafrequency N is defined by N ~ 

(gαT)1/2， where α=I/T帥 isthe volume ex-
pansion coefficient. 

The boundary conditions at the earth's阻 F

face are assumed to be such出atall the velocity 
components vanish and the temperature be 
given by (2.2) and (2.3); i.e.， 

u=ν=w=O and 

(cos t for x>O 
T={ at z=O. (2.10) 

1 0 for xくO

It is a1so required that u ，V，w 阻 dT vanish at 
z=oo 

The equations (2.4) -(2.8) and the boundary 
conditions (2.10) contain four non-dimensional 
paramete四[， 0， Pr and •. [~2sin Ois the non-
dimensional Coriolis parameter， Pr=ν/κ the 
eddy Prandtl number and 10=叫 川 theratio 
of the frequency of出etemperature variation 
of也eground to由eBrunt-Vaisala frequency_ 

ε=L1T ./[F(</ω*) "'J is the ratio of the副 pli-
白 deof the tempe目白rechange at廿leearth's 
surface to也evertical tempera加redifference 
in the basic state over廿1ediffusion length， and 
measures the import皿ceof the nonlinear effects 
relative to廿田 linearones 

For typical atmospheric conditions，ω.-
10-''-\ N-l0-''-\ν~<~ 10m'.' and L1T-
SOK， so that.-10， Pr -1 and δ_ 10-2百四

value of [ changes from 0 to 2 as the latitude 
moves from 0

0 
to 90

0 

Since 0 is回gardedas回国pectratio (see， 

(2.9))， the smallness of 0 suggests that the 
hydrostatic approx加 ation(0 ~O) wil1 be excel: 

lent (cf. Walsh， 1974) except near出ecoastline 
where the horizontal tempe目白regradient may 
become large (see Section 3) 

The value of pr is expected to be of由eorder 
of one， but its exact value has not been deter-
mined either observationally nor theoretically. 
Therefore， we wil1 hereafter描 sume也包t丹

is equal to 1 for simplicity. The effect of pr 
will be discussed in Section 4 

Al出oughthe above estimate ofεsuggests 
血atthe nonlinear effects can be important for 
LSBC observed in nature， we wil1 hereafter be 
concerned 明 白 thelinear 血eoryin which 
ε唾 1is assumed. The ef自ectsof nonlinearity 
will be brief¥y discussed in Section 4 

Under廿日出sumptionse <;( 1 and Pr~ 1， 
the governing equations (2.4)ー (2.7)are re-
duced to 

op ， 5:'2 o2u I o2u 
E7-fh-EE+52百子+百7， (2.11) 

d'v d句
百7+fu=52EEF+百F， (212)

2 OW _ O P I 'T' I ~d $1'2 (}2W I d2w¥ 一一一一 +T+o'(o':' .~ + Vo .; 1 dt dz ¥ ox2 I (}Z2) ， 

。T __ d'T d'T 
一一+w=o'一一τ+Uλ dz' 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

These equations together wi血 (2.8) 皿d
(2.10) constitute the problem to be solved in 

the following・
Before solving the problem for a general 

case in whlch fキoand 0キ0，we will first con-
sider血esimplest case [~0~0 (i.e.，也eCoriolis 
force is absent and the hydrostatic approxima-
tion is made). It is easily observed血at，泊 this
case， the problem becomes independent of any 
external paramete四. Thls means that there 
exis匂 asimilarity solution for廿lIsproblem. 
Once the solution， say u ~ u (x， z， t)， is known， 
the dimensional solution uホ canbe eメ.pressed酷

U*=ヰ五u(守(守)UL，

(与)~ )
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z→O. Thus， ne.r廿1eco.stline， eq. (2.18) becomes 
.pprox加 .tely

H.Niin。

of LSBC 
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Thus， the horizontal dimension A* 

should be scaled by 

(ι+82F 一一)寸T=O，iJz' ' dx' J dz 

which implies th.t， for x -0 (，1) (μ~ 1)，dT/dx 
becomes O(μ')， whiledi' /dz becomes 0 (/'-'''). 
Now， an inspection of eqο.17) shows th.t， 
when x becomes 0 (0"')， the non.hydrost.tic 
tenns， which are mu1tiplied by 0'， become im. 
portant. For x - 0 (0"') and z -0 (o''')， 
the goveming equ.tionsο.11 )ー ο14)and 
(2.8) become 

(2.20) if(ff)山

When 0=0 butfキ0，the solution will depend 
onf. Therefore， A* will be given by 

ん=:.(去)川

dp I ~~ 82u I 82u 
0= 一一+0'一τ十一一dx ，~ dム dz' (2.21) 

d'1I . d'{J 
0=0'一一→一一dx2 ' dz2 (2.22) 

dp ，~， ..，> 1"'9a2~ ，82舟1
0=一一一+T+d'{o'':， .:ー+一一)

‘ ¥dx包 az'J 
(2.23) 

(2.24) 
^ ^ d'T . d'T 

市=0'ーマ+~dx2 I dz2 

whereFωis a universal function of t 
Since the value of 0 in the .tmosphere is 

very small， the solution for the general case is 
expected to deviate little from血ehydrostatic 

solution. Thus， the above deductions concerning 
the horizontal dimension of LSBC are like1y 

to remain valid for 0キoas far as the condition 

o ~ 1 issatisfied. 

If any variable， say守(x， z， t)， is expressed田

守=Re[キ(x，z)e"] 四 d 也is exp田 ssion is 
substituted into the governing equations， we 
obtain equ.tions for血eamplitude手， whereRe 
denotes the real part of the quantity in世田

bracket If these eq)fatIons are used tOdertve 

• single equ.tion for T， we have 

(2.16) 

Assuming由at1'-0 (1)， ð/ðx~O(o-"') 田昌
ð/ðz~O(o-"') ， we c阻 derivefrom eqs. (2.21) 

(2.25)曲目舟-0 (0-')， u-O(I)皿 d手-0

(0"'). Thus， in the region whose ho由 ontal阻 d
vertical dtmensions are 0(0''') 回 d O(o"')， 
respectively (in dimensional units， both are 
O( (</ N)"')，由everticalve10city becomes large 

叩 dof血eorder of 0-' (in dimensional unit，出is

(2.25) 
。由。時
ーー+一一=0.dx I dz 

{[(トiト一5包会去寺す 去会かおTサ，)'斗V川+吋ザ叶f'斗，]

+中[ド占F刊'(iトいμ一寸-0'会去去τ一242十1]会}
(B2PA  
o'ー +iJz'一i)1'=0

dx包ー

(2.¥7) 

If the hydrostatic approx凶 ation(0=0) is m.de， 
eq. (2.17) becomes 

~ 

{[ (i-:;，)'+1']長十会}

hydrostotic 
(2.18) 

cond1tion for T at Z20 

x>O 

(会-i)ヂ=0

Since the boundary 

beco打les
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Flow structure near the coastline Fig.2. 

(2.19) 

af/Bx becomes mfhite as x→O 回 dz→O. In 

o~der th叫 eq.(2.18) is s.tisfied， this means血at
a1' /oz must also become infmite田 x→O阻 d

Xく0，for 
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is of the same order of the horizontal velocity)， 

The region is hereafter called the non-hydrostatic 
region (see Fig_ 2). It is noted白紙也eequations 
(2.2J) -(2.25) do not contain出eterrns of t加 e
rate of change nor the Coriolis terrns. Thus the 

structure of the non-hydrostatic region does 
not explicitly depend on the effects of time 

change and Coriolis force. 

2.3. Method ofsolution 

The method of solution is same田 m 世，e

previous works (Walsh(1974)， KE，阻 dUωedぬa 
(仰lω98問3吟)).The eq伊ua叫州脚ti加1旧o叩附n出Sfl伽o町r也ωe制 Pμli伽加dωe骨仲(令x丸口'♂z
are Fourier一transforrnedin the h。叩nzo叩ntaldirec-

tion， then solved in由ev町'er抗ti叩cald出ir問ec叫tiぬon凡， and 
日na旧all砂y，mver四sel砂yFourier-transformed to obtain 
the solution for the amplitude. 

The evaluation of the inve四eFourier-trans~ 

formation with respect to the wavenumber 
k in the x-direction h田 torely on numerical 
calculations which utilize the Newton's inte・
gration forrnula. Two calculations have been 
made with different independent variables_ One 
approximates the integration for -∞</Cく+∞ by
that for -200くkく200wi廿， independent variable 
k and grid intervaILlk=O.OI. The other approxi-
mates the same integration by 曲目 for
_10'くkく10' with independent variable K= 

200+ 199.99 Ooglk 1-5.8)/8.0 四 dgrid interval 
L1K =0.01. The latter calculation is found to have 
enougb resolution to obtain the accurate flow 

structure in甘，enon-hydrostatic田gion.On世田

other hand， outside of也enon-hydrostatic region 
the flow structures obtained by the two calcula-
tion田 sentiallycoincide with each other. 

3_ R回u1ts

3.1. Non-hydrostatic effect 

In order to see the effect of hydrostatic ap-

prox加盟tionon the flow field， we first examine 
the results for various values of o. The Coriolis 
force is not conside田dfor simplicity伽 ougb叩 t

this subsection. 
Fig. 3 shows the absolute value of the ampli-

tude of the horizontal wind， lu{x， z)1 for 0 
o and 10-1. Note that lil{-x， z)1 = lil(x， z)1. The 
overall pattern of I U I remains similar for 0 ~ 
8 く 10-1.Near the coastline where the non-
hydrostatic region is expected， however， the 

pattern of ¥u¥ seems to changes with o. (Note 
that the horizontal四 dvertical dimensions of 
the non-hydrostatic region in Fig. 3(b) are of 
the order of 0.03 and 0.3， respectively.) 

Fig. 4 which shows the vertical profile of 
¥Ul at x =0 ilIustrates more clearly也ech四 .ge
of the pattem of ¥u¥ with o. As 0 is decreased， 
the maximum value of ¥u¥恒creases四 d由e
height at which ¥昔Ibecomes maximum decreases. 
These features seem to support血epresence of 

the non-hydrostatic region as suggested in由e
pre吋oussection. In Fig. 4 the prome for 0 =0 

for zく10-1may not be reliable， because our 
numerical calculations do not have enough 
resolution of the flow fields for zく10-1ーの

Fig. 5 shows close-up views of I品Inear the 
co田tlinefor 0 =0_01 and 0 =0.02. For these 
values of d， the horizontal and vertical dimen-
sions of世田 norトhydrostaticregion are of the 
order of 10-3 and 10-1， respectively. It is seen 
血at，for larger value of 0，世田 maximumvalue 

of ¥命1，W miix• is smaller and the. values of x and 
z at which ¥和Ibecomes maximum， Xmax 阻 d

Zm，，， are larger. It is aJso noted that ¥品¥de-
creases rapidly with x as x is increased from 
Xmax・

Fig. 6 summarizes the values of 晶max.

Xmax. Zmax obtained for various values of O 

The dots show世百日間Itsof the numerical 
caJculations， and the straigbt lines the 
theoreticaJ prediction for the non-hydrostatic 
region that出max...........0:-1'Xmax""O8{2 叩 d Zmax 
"，，0:1{2. Each of也ere四 l岱 ofthe numericaJ 

calculations 自白 the corresponding theoretical 

prediction very well. 
In su町unary，the flow stmc旬 reoutside of 

the non-hydrostatic region near the coastline 
does not depend on 0 and is essentially也e
same昌也atof加 hydrostaticsolution (0=0) 
田 far描 8く10-1is satisfied. Al也ougb血e
results泊 thecase of the presence of Coriolis 

2) In the non-hydrostatic region， the vertical wavenum-
ber characteristic of a phenomenon whose char-
act町istichorlzon阻1wavenum ber is k is of由e
order of k 1/3 (s田， eq. (2.20)). Since the 1argest 
horizon祖1wavenumber considered in the present 
numerical calculation is 105

• th~ ._corresponding 
l田'gestvertica1 wav1回 umberis 10

5/3
• This means 

that世田 smallestvertica1 scale that can be resolved 
M由ep同時ntcalc叫a討onis 2，，/10513-0.13. 
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force are not shown， the effects of Ii on the 
flow structure are expected to remain quite 
similar， since eqs. (2.21) -(2.25) s噌田tthat 
the structure of the non-hydrostatic region does 
not depend on吐1eCoriolis par町neterexplicitly 

(a) 
3.2 互依ctof the Corio/is force 

Fig. 7 shows the pattern of liil for various 
values of the non-dimensional Coriolis par町田ter

f. Since the solution outside the non-hydro 
static region does not depend on el fcir elく1σヘ

x el is fIXed to 10屯 throughout也issubsection 
It is seen from Fig. 7血at血epattem of lul 
remains similar for t-く1.0，but it starts to change 
rapidly asfbecomes larger th叩1.0.

Fig. 7 also shows也at，for a fIXed value of 
x， lul h描 twopeaks in the vertical direction.-
The peak near the ground corresponds to也e
sea or land breeze， and廿田 otherpeak at hlgher 

altitude to its compensating flow. If the peak 
values near the ground and at higher altitude 
for a fIXed value of x are denoted by I uSLI 

叩 dI ucl， respectively， I uSLI is always larger 
也anlucl.Fig・8shows the dependence of I USL I 
on血edist皿 cefrom也eco田池田 forseveral 

values of f. It is seen that the offshore or onshore 
X wind decreases in arnplitude rapidly with in-

creasing x. It is also seen that the dependence 

of I USL 1 on x remains s町lilarfor fく1.0.For 
1> 1.0， however， I usd decreases markedly 
明 白 increasingffor all x. 
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Fig.8. Dependence of 1 uSl.l on the distance from the 
coastline. 
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typical atmosphe巾 conditions (N-1σzs l， 
T..-300.K， L1T-S. K)，也is corresponds to 

O.5m/s. It is seen from Fig. 9 that J. remains 
almost const阻 t(2か 2.2)for lく1.0.As [ is 
incre描 edfrom 1.0， however， A decreases ra-

pidly with [ and becomes about 0.9 for [=2.0 .. 
This means血at，even if same extemal para 

meters are lmposed， the ho田 ontaldimension 
of LSBC at the poles is less th阻 halfof也at
at the equator because of the eff~ct of the 
Coriolis force. It is also noted that the effect 
of世田 Coriolisforce becomes signific田 tonly 
when the latitude is larger白血 30..

H. Niino 

Fig. 9 shows the non-dimensional horizon-
tal dimension A (= F (f) in (2.16)) as a func-
tion of [ when A is defined by the value of x 
for which I uSLI becomes equal to 0.03'). For 

1.5 

December 1987 

l 
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1.0 

Time evolution 

Fig. 10 shows time evo1ution of LSBC for 
δ=10古田ld[=0. The f10w fie1ds are shown only 
for the half period (ーπ12くfくπ12).Note that 
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Time evolution ofLSBC for o=10-2叩df=O.

出etempera加re

varies田 cos(t).
At t=""/2 when the担mpera"柏田 pertubation

at the ground pe吋urbation3) The choice of this particular value was made ra由町

arbitr町ily.If the va1ue is doubled (i.e.， 0.06)，由e
horizontal dimension A becomes about one third 
of the va1ue shown in Fig・9.
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.t白eground vanishes， the land breeze is st日l
dominant near the e.rth's surf.ce. As the 
temperature perturbation increases， the sea 
breeze is initiated near the surface of the coast. 
line and gr.dually incre.ses its strength. How-
ever， the sea breeze is confined to也eneigh-
bourhood of the coastline (S.y， Xく0.25)even 
.t 1=ーが8.Thus， there is a strong convergence 
and upward motion aroundx=0.25 

At 1=0 when the tempera加reperturbation 
attains its maximum va1ue， the sea breeze in-
trudes to x=0.25. It is interesting to note出at
the height of the maximum horizontal velocity 
at x = 0.25 is around z = 0.75， while that at x = 0 
is close to the earth's surface. This is because 
there is the non-hydrostatic region at x = 0 (see， 
Fig. 4). The sea breeze continues to strengthen 
and intrude inland until 1 =π/2 at which the 
temperature perturbat旧 nvanish田 again(see， 
1 ーπ/2).From 1 = 0 to 1 =π/2， the height 
at which the horizontal velocity becomes maxi-
mum is almost unchar唱:edfor x< 1.0叩 dis 
between 0.75 and 1.25， although it seems to 

increase slightIy with x for x > 1.0. After 1 =π/2 
世田 landbreeze starts to develop on the co田t-
line. The time evolution of the land breeze is 
the same as that of the sea breeze except that the 
flow direction is opposite. 

4. Discussion of血er，回叫ts

4.1 Comparison with Ihe previous sludies 

The main results obtained in the previous 
section may be summarized as follows: 
(1) LSBC is well described by世田 hydrost.tic
equation system (d =0) except in the non-hydro-

static region ne.r the co.stIine， and the flow 
fields ou白ideof the non-hydrost.tic region for 
sキ ocゅincidewith those of the hydrost.tic 
solution .s f.r asd=叫 /N< 10-' is s.tisfied. 
(2) The horizontal dimension of LSBC，ん，
is scaled by (N/ω)(κ/ω.)"'， and can be ex-
pressed as 

，1.=去(去)山 F(ハ (4.1) 

where Fωis a function of the non-dimensional 
Coriolis p.rameter 1 = 1./ω.. F (f) rem.ins 
const.nt (-2.1) for 1 < 1.0， but monotonic.lly 
decreases with increasing 1 for 1> 1.0 and be-

∞mes 0.9 for 1=2.0 
On the other h.nd， the main results of the 

previous studies reviewed in the introduction are 
summarized皿 TableL 

The fact th.t LSBC is well described by the 
hydrostatic equation system was shown by 
Walsh (1974) for sever.1 p.rticul.r combinations 
of the external p町田neters.Since he introduced 
• wrong sc.ling of v.riables such th.t the hori-
zontal and the vertical coordinates are scaled 
by the diffusion length， however， he was not 
.ble to prove the fact for • gener.1 c.se. Further-
more， he did not notice白epresence of the non-
hydrost.tic region .bove the co.stline. As for 
the horizont.1 dimension ん， he suggested the 
following rel.tion 

À.~(N/ !.) (K/叫)1/2
• (4.2) 

However， this rel.tion predicts A.→∞as/.→{)-
Since the presence of the Coriolis force is not 
essenti.1白orproducing LSBC， A. should be 
defined even for 1.=0 (see， eq. (4.1)). Thus， eq. 
(4.2) is considered to be incorrect. It is泊lpor・
t.nt to point out th.t， if his Figs. 2， 3， 4 .nd 5 
are simply re-scaled .ccording to (2.9)， they 
would include more general cases (for • fJxed 
value of f) except for several fe.tures .ssoci.ted 
with the non-hydrost.tic l.yer in the immedi.te 
neighbourhood of the co.stline. 

KE .nd Rot!uno (1983) .rgued thatん is
determined by the inviscid dyn.mics. Especi.lly， 

Rottuno (1983) suggested出叫ん isgiven by 

預金戸(去)lf2

宿主i"'(去)山

for 叫，>!.(世く30・)

(4.3) 

for ω*く!.(世>30・)

However， this expression shows thatん→∞ .t
the inertial I.titude (叫=!.). Ruttuno (1983) 
町駅edth.t the effect of viscosity must become 
important for凶*;::;f*. However， there seems to 
be no particular reasan出.tthe viscosity is 
irnport.nt only for the c.se ofω.=1'. E吐uations
(2.4)四 d(2.5) show th.t the m.gnitude of白e
vertic.1 diffusion term in the horizontal momen-
tum equ.tion is of the sarne order .s th.t of the 
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Table 1. Comparison of白cpresent results with thosc of thc pre'吋ousstudies 

Model Scating Horizontal scale ん Definition of 1 Commcnts 

Walsh 

(;:)=~ w: (;) 去~w:
value of x at noffne-ehtys drostatic 

(1974) .non-hydrostatic which u=O ellects are not 

-fキO for fixed z and 1 日nportant.

-Pr=1 (2)=ヰニ(i)

Kimura & .hydrostatic 

(ご)=/(;) -l for O1Sくla1.3 value of x at flow ficld is 

EE(u1c9h7i 8) -f=O， Pr=1 (heat island) which u becomes determined by a 

.for tJ>l， determin'ed l/e of its non-dim巴I1siol1al
-Iength of island 

bIny tecrhnaarl acterisicsof 
maximum value. parameler 

l (~':)=勾五(:) gravlty wave 。=叫(合)'何
(Njω*)旬 ，.jw*? 

Ueda .non-hydrostatic same as Walsh value of x at horizontal scale 
(1983) 

-fキO
(1974) except that 

(去)'""寝w
which u bccomes depends littlc 011 

(;:)=~:. (;) 
25J五ofits vaJue F 

-Pr=1 at x=O at the 
levcl of z=O.25 

Rottuno .hydrostatic 

JfJZhrf〈l
when f=V11 I 

(1983) effect of scositny L 
'fキO may be Imporla 
• Pr=O(inviscid) 

(wgraavveiltey ngwtah voe) f inertia 

ωdN fa l JYZωキ for f> 1 

Niino 'non-hydrostatic 
x*=:JZx h=JZz 去vZFωwhere

value of x at similfaixrietd y solution 
(1987) which u becomcs for fixed value 

-0キf 0，03. of f. 
.Pr=l 

(~つ=4ZL(:) ， 0.9くFjf)く2.3for 
。くfく

窓一ーーωNー*ーーgーーαーNdーTーー車;....w 

由
H
H
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loc.l time r.te of change term when Pr rem.ins 
of the order of one. Thus， the inertial gr.vity 
w.ve which pl.ys • domin.nt role in the inviscid 
dynamics must be seve田lymodified by the 
presence of viscosity. 

To demonstr.te the import.nce of the effect 
of viscosity for .11 v.lues of [， inviscid solutions 
for v.rious v.lues of [ with Pr=O .nd ii =10'ヨ

.re obt.ined. Fig. 11 shows the distribution of 

the .mplitudeゆか， z)1 for f= 0， 0.5， 0.99 and 
1.5. It is seen that the horizontal wind becomes 
maximum .t the ground because of the free-
slip condition there. Furthermore， the amplitude 
of LSBC is much larger th.n that for Pr=1 (see， 
Fig. 7). This me.ns that， if the same definition 
of the horizont.l dimension of LSBC is .dopted， 
the horizontal dimension for Pr= 0 is much l.rger 

由 回 thatfor Pr= 1. As f is increased from 0， 
the amplitude rapidly increases and eventually 

becomes infinity at[= 1 (jホ=ω.).The amplitude 
distribution for [=0.99 we11 illustrates this 
日eature.It is a1so noted that the contour lines 
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of the amplitude become nearly horizontal 
These two features make吐1ehorizontal d四日n-

sion of LSBC infinite as predicted by eq. (4.3). 
On the other hand， when Pr=1 as in the present 
model，ん isa monotonically decreasing function 
of f. Especially，ん remainsfinite even for f= 1. 
Thus， the suggestion by KE阻 dRottuno (1983) 
that the horizontal dimension of LSBC is deter 
mined by the inviscid dynamics does not seem 
to be correct 

Ueda (1983) examined the effect of pr on 
the linear dynamics of LSBC. Since he used the 
similar scaling to Walsh (1974) (see， Table 1)， 
however， he also had to determine experimental-
1y the horizontal dimension of LSBC based on 

the solutions for several particular combinations 
of吐leexternal parameters. The experimental 
formula for the horizontal dimension ん ob-

tained in this way was 

ん=(去)。吋 (4.4) 
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Fig. 11. Distribution of absolutc value of the amplitude of the horizonta1 wind lu(x， z) I for various values of 
f in the inviscid model (Pi戸 0)((.)f=O， (b)f=0.5， (c)戸0.99.nd (d)f=1.5). D回 hedcontour lines axe drawn for 
each 0.02， and solid ones for each 0.1 except日or(c) in which d田:hedones for each 0.2 and solid ones for 
each 1.0. 
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which is considerably different from eq. (4.1). 
The reason for this di節目encemay be as follows. 
He definedん asa distance from the coastline 
at which the horizontal wind u. at the level 
of z事=0.25(ν/ω.) '1' becomes 25% of its value 
at x*=O. As shown in Fig. 4， however， the verti-
cal profile of lu.1 depends markedly on d = 

α九，/N because of the presence of the non.hydro. 
static region. Thus the ho口zontaldimension 
defined in the above manner does not reflect 
the variation of u. outside of the non.hydro. 
static region but reflects that in the non.hydro. 
static region. In fact， when d changes in the 
range of dく10¥Iu.1 outside of the non同

hydrostatic region remain unchanged as shown 
in Fig. 3. Thus， it does not seem to be appro 
priate to de目 前 ん basedon u. at some fixed 
level above the coastline. Rather ん shouldbe 
defined by a distance from the coastline at 
which the suitably scaled uキ decreasesto attain 
a particualr value as is done in the present paper 

In addition to血eproblem described above， 
the expression (4.4) suggests two odd behaviors 
of A" Fi四t，it does not show any dependence 
on the Coriolis p町田neter.If Fig. 6 of his paper 
18 回目fullyexamined， A' has a very weak de. 
pendence of 1 and increases with increasing 1， 
which gives an opposite tendency to our result. 
The reason of this is not clear. However， the 
definition of A' based on u. above the coast. 
line seems to be responsible for producing the 
difference 

Secondly， eq. (4.4) suggests that ん increases
withνand does not depend on K. However， our 
results for Pr=O and Pr=1 suggest that A' is 
a decreasing function of Pr. This speculation is 
also supported by the following physical argu. 
ment: Suppose that all the external par町neters
exceptνis flXed and νis increased from 0 
When ν=0， most of the available potential energy 
created by the diffusion of heat from the earth's 
surface (except the small portion to generate 
internal gravity waves) can be transfonned into 
the kinetic energy of LSBC. When νbecomes 
finite， however， a part of the kinetic energy 
must be dissipated through the effect of也e
viscosity and the amplitude of the horizontal 
velocity must be reduced. Thus， when the 
Coriolis force is absent， A* seems to be given by 

ん=.!!..(..E...)'''.G(pr) 
α'.、αpキJ

(4.5) 

where G (Pr) is a decreasing function of Pr. 
The difference between (4.4) and (4.5) again 
seems be caused by the difference of the de. 
finition ofんItis clear from the foregoing 
discussion， however， that the appropriate hori-
zontal dimension is not given by (4.4) but by 
(4.5). 

4.2 LSBC over an island olfinite width 

As mentioned in the introduction， KE con-
sidered LSBC over an island whose width担 1
for 1=0， d =0 and Pr= 1. They showed that the 
flow field was described by a single non-dimen 
sional frequency ρdefined by [J=!'l/3{J)*1 N2/3Kl/3， 

Especially， when .Q<I.3， 廿leflow structure is 
similar to that of the steady heat island. This 
criterion may be rewritten as 

1/ Lく1.5 (4.6) 

in terms of the non-dimensional width of the 
island， I/L， where L = (N/曲.)(κ/叫，)1{2，Since 
L is proportional to the horizontal dimension 

of LSBC， A' and is equal to 0.44ん.， eq. (4.6) 
may be rewritten as 

l/A*く0.65. (4目7)

Now， the phy占icalmeaning of the criterion 
becomes evident. If the width of the island is 
sufficiently small compared with. the horizontal 
dimension of LSBC， the flow fields are similar 
to those of the steady convection. If 1 is suffi-
cient1y larger than ん， on the other hand， well-
defined LSBCs develop separately over the two 
coastlines of the island. 

For typical atmospheric conditions， A* is 
about 60km. Thus， eq. (4.7) suggests that the 
flow fields around皿 islandwhose width is 
sufficient1y smal1er than 40km are s加 ilarto 
those of也esteady heat island. It has been 
shown by Kimura (1975)也前出ehorizontal 
and vertical dimensions of the steady heat 
island are given by 1 and (κνl'/N')'''， respec-
tively. 

4.3 Some miscellaneous problems 

a) 互依cts01 general wind 
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Effects of a uniform general wind on LSBC 
have been discussed by Walsh (1974)阻 dUeda 
(1983). Since the alongshore component of the 
general wind does not affect LSBC within the 
framework of a linear theory， only the onshore 
or offshore component needs to be considered 
When a uniform general wind U. perpendicular 
to the coastline is present， the local derivatives 
with respect to time in eqs. (2.11)ー (2.14)
must be replaced by %t+U(%x)， where U 
is a Froude number defined by 

U= U. 
N(~./叫) lf2 

(4.6) 

Thus， when the Coriolis force is absent叩 d
Pr=l， LSBC in the uniform general wind is a 
function of only U. For typical atmospheric 
conditions N(~./叫)'" -3m・s"'. Since the 
effects of the general wind is expected to become 
significant for U> 1， a general wind of 3m・s"'
or more would affect the dynamics of LSBC 
considerably. 

In his study of the effects of the general wind 
on LSBC， Walsh (1974) used a non-dimensional 
general wind Uηd defined by 

=--1L-T=81U(47) 
山*い.1凹*ri

If his results are expressed in terms of U， they 
become to include the results for more general 
cases except in the加 mediateneighbourhood 
of the coastline (e.g.， Figs. 6 and 9 ofhis paper). 
Ueda (1983) used another nondimensional 

H 

general wind U nd defmed by 

(-824-21汁 UJ--iT=O
dx2 (}Z2''''' oxJ 

(4.9) 

and 

(t+B 8 2 2 8 2 8 2 P  [(i+U一一寸)寸十J'ー+一]OX dz2 J OZ2 I J OZ2 I dx2 

(i十U£-27)日 (4.10)

The similar argument as in Section 2.2 suggests 
that the non-hydrostatic terms become impor-
tant for xく0(0)and z < 0 (1) because ofthe 
U(%x) term. Since d is a small quantity for 
the usual atmospheric conditions， however， the 
overall feature of the solution is expected to 
depend on only U but not on占.

b J Vertical heat flux 

The vertical flux associated with LSBC 
was studied by Walsh (1974). He considered 
two vertical fluxes， the time-averaged vertical 
heat fluxFホ (i.)defined by 

F.(x.)=呉p(tJ* ¥白川dt*，.r.w*T~dx* 
LπJo J-x. 

and the horizontally integrated， time-averaged 
vertical heat flux Fo. defined by Fホ(∞)，where 
P is the mean density and Cp the specific heat. 
In the present scaling， 

pCp gα(L1T)' 
F.(xホ)=す-一守一

(山)寸z;rd心
fJ nd = ，--!!-ιτ=d-1Pr1

/2U. 
い判山本)'1 

(4.8) Thus， FホandF，。ホ arescaled by 

In his Figs. 1， 2 and 3， Pr is unity. Therefore， 
if his results are expressed in terms of U， they 
also become to inciude those for more general 
cases. 

It is noteworthy that， when the general wind 
is present， eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) are modified to 

[ (i-o'まτ一27+ujL)202会+会)
d' 0' 1 

十f2E27+百'x'I 

pcp[gα(L1T)'/NJ(κ/ω.)'1'， (4.12) 

which shows that the vertical heat fluxes are 
inversely proportional to N and proportional 
to the diffusion length 

In his explanation of Fig. 8， Walsh (1974) 
mentioned that “the flux in a case of a uniform 
stability is approximately tripled when N2 

is increased by an order of magitude." This is 
nothing but a reflection of the dependence 
of the heat fluxes on N in eq. (4.12). It is likely 
that the two curves for N2 = 10"'四 d10-4 in 

his Fig. 8 would collapse to a sing1e universal 
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curve if F事 isscaled according to (2.9). Similarly， 
hls Figs. 7叩 d9 would include the results for 
rnore general cases after the sca1ing is changed. 

It is of interest whether the heat fluxes 
near the ground depend on the value of d or 
not， since the non-hydrostatic layer exists for 
zくo(o"') near the coastline. 1n the non 
hydrostatic layer， w-O (0-')， x-O (o"') and 

T -0(1). Thus， the contribution of the vertical 
heat fluxes in廿1enon-hydrostatic layer to the 
total vertical heat fluxes are of the order of 
d1/2 in the nOsodimensional unit. This means 
that the vertical heat fluxes depend little on 
the value of 0 and are subject to the scaling 
(4.12). The vertical heat flux (or equivalently 
the buoyancy production tenn in the energy 
balance equation) is the only source of血e
kinetic energy of LSBC. That the non-hydro-
static region contributes very little to the vertical 
heat flux is consistent with the fact that the flow 
fields outside of the non-hydrostatic layer 
does not depend on the value of丘

c} Asymplotic behavior 01 LSBC lor large non-
dimensional Coriolis parameter 

1n thls subsection， we shall consider the 
as戸nptoticbehavior of LSBC when the non-
dimensional Coriolis p虹ameter1 is large. Thls 
is equivalent to considering the case in which 

the forcing frequeney副本 becomessmall for a 
flXed value of the Coriolis parameter 1.， or f市

becomes large for a fixed value ofωゃ Thls
latter case does not occur 泊 s?ture，but can be 
realized泊 alaboratory experiment. For large 
values of [， the time rate of change terms in 
eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) becomes much smaller 
th叩 theCoriolis terms阻 dmay be neglected. 
This suggests that the correct scaling of vari-
ables for thls case is 

1.=/，，'1， x.=;' (去Yf2p門 ，

.=(去)1
gαAT地.... _. 19 

U*=ー苛--rr-~/~u

w"，=ム gaATと p，.-l"
や N N 

; "、'"p.=gaAT.(士一)p， 

T<=ATキ T，曲.=/.ω(4.13)
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When the above scaling is introduced， the gover-
ning equations and the boundary conditions 
may be approximated as 

dp ， d'u 
--IJ一 一+ー

dx ' dz' ， 
(4.14) 

d'旬

u=~ dz2 J 
(4.15) 

T
 

十
均
一
&一一

(4.16) 

d'T 
w= az2 ， (4.17) 

and 

u=v=w=O and 
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where the hydrostatic approximation is made 
and the continuity equation担 givenby (2.8). 

An inspection of eqs. (4.14) -(4.18) and 
(2.8) reveals that this problem has a similarity 
solution. For exarnple， the similarity solution for 
u is given by 

u=u(x， z)・cos凶.

In dimensiona1 units， 

gaAT * r.-'-.'I.1!'J I f* u.一-yi・(κ/ν)11'2.u~うf-(ん/ν) 1/2 

(K/ν)1/2x恥(f./ν)1/2Z*)COS叫 1.

(4.19) 

Thus，吐1ehorizontal and the vertical dimensions 
of LSBC for large 1 are of the order of (N/f心
(f.1ν) -"'. (κ/ν) "， and (f.1ν) _1/2， respectively. 
Now one might be tempted to apply these results 
to the seasonal wind circulation in which the 
forcing frequency ωキ is2πyear' . For the usual 
atmospheric conditions， the dimensions derived 
above correspond to 20{sin世)-"'km and 300 
(sin世)-"'m， respectively. 1n the real atmosphere， 
however， the seasonal wind circulations seem to 
have much larger horizontal dimension (at least 
in the midlatitudes).百四 isprobably because 
the seasonal wind circulations in the real atmo-
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sphere are driven by the thermal forcings not 
only at the ground but also in the free 
atmosphere. 

The scaling (4.13) suggests that， for l場， ~ω和

ん isof the order of (N/[.) . (f./ν)プ"
(κ/ν)'''. For Pr=l， this means that FωIS 

proportional to r'12 (see， eq. (2.16)). Thus，百
the scaling (2.9) would have been used instead 
of (4.13)， the horizontal scale of LSBC changes 
like r3l2 as [is increased (cf. Figs. 7 and 9). 

Including the effects of general wind， Ueda 
(1983) considered the solution of eqs. (4.14)-
(4.18) and (2.8) under a different scaling of 
variables. His Figs. 1， 2 and 3 which are obtained 
for a special combination of the external para-
meters wiJJ become to include廿leresults for 
more general cases if the scaling is changed to 
the present one and the general wind U* is 
scaled by N(νIf.)"'(cf.， ~4.3(a)). 

4.4 E[[ects o[ non-linearity 

In order to examine the effects of non-
linearity on LSBC， an initial value problem 
given by eqs. (2.4) -(2.8) and the boundary 
conditions (2.10) are solved numerically for the 
case of /)=0， [=0 and Pr=J. The size of the 
domain used for the numerical computation 
is 25.6 and 9.6加 thehorizontal and vertical 
directions. Cyclic boundary conditions are 
assumed at the lateral boundaries. AlI the velo-
city components vanish at the vertical boun-
daries. The temperature perturbation is fixed 
to zero at the upper boundary， while at the lower 
boundary it is given by 

T=[l十tanh(x/d)]sin(t)， (4.8) 

where d gives the width of the transition zone 
in whlch the temperature perturbation smoothly 
changes from its value at the sea surface to that 
at the land surface. Throughout the present 
calculation， d=0.2 is adopted. 

The finite difference scheme of the advection 
terms is the same as Yoshizaki's (1985) wluch 
conserves total energy and total enstrophy. 
The grid intervals in the x-and z-directions are 
equal and Llx=Llz=0.2. As for the time inte-
gration， the leap-flog scheme with the time 
intervalLlt=π:f 1 00 is used. 

The computation is started from the basic 

state by introducing the temperature pertur-
bation given by (4.8)叫 thelower boundary. 

It takes about seven days for the flow fields to 
become steady in the sense that the fractional 
change of the total kinetic energy in the whole 
domain from a certain time to the sarne time of 
the following day becomes less than 0.5% 

The computations are made for several values 
of εIn the following， however， we will show the 
results for .=0， wluch corresponds to the linear 
theory， and for ε=2， which is the largest value of 
εadopted in the computations. Although we 
have attempted to make the computation for 
εlarger than 2， we have not succeeded because 
of a numerical instability. Tlus may be due to 
the following reason: During the daytime， the 
vertical gradient of the temperature perturbation 
becomes negative near the land surface. If a 
Rayl由民 numberis defined near the surface， 
based on the diffusion length (κ/ωキ)'" and the 
total temperature difference over tlus length， 
it may be written as 

Ra=gα[LlT-r(K/ω.) '''] (κ/ω.) '" /が

=(ε 1)0-' ， (4.9) 

where Pr=1 is assumed. Since 0 is usually a small 
quantity， Ra can esaily exceed the critical value 
for the thermal instability only ifεis sufficiently 
larger than J. Since the horizontal wavelength 
of the fastest growing mode of the thermal 
instability is likely to be smaller than the grid 
interval Llx， perturbations which have the wave-
length of 2L1x are expected to dominate the 
flow fields with time in the numerical model. 

Thus， the rrumerical instability is eventually 
generated. lt is noted， however， that in Qur 
model the eddy diffusivity K and eddy kinematic 
viscosity νare assumed to express the effects 
of mixing due to subgrid motions including those 
generated by the therrnal instability. Thus， it 
may not be meaningful to consider cases in 
wluch • is much larger than 1 

Fig. 12 shows time evolutions of the horizon 
tal velocity u fo..=O and ε=2 during the tenth 
day from the start of the computation. It is 
seen that the evolutions for ε=0田ldε=2are 
considerably similar. However， several differences 
between them are also found: The distribution 
of u for ε=0 is symmetric with respect to x=O， 
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and its time evolution is similar to the one as 
shown in Fig. 10. The distribution of u for .=2， 
however， is not synnnetric with respect to x=O. 
At t= 18" when the temperature perturbation at 
the land surface changes its sign from negative to 
positive， the depth of the land breeze over the 
sea is 3.0 and is larger由叩 thatover the land， 
2.85， where the depth of the breeze is defined by 
the maximum height attained by the contour line 
of u=0.02. At t= 19"， on甘1eother hand， the 
depth of the sea breeze o:ver the land is 3.4 and is 
larger th叩 thatover the sea， 3.1. In the linear 
model (.=0)， all the deptha considered above are 
equal to 3.0. 

The difference in the depths of the breezes 
for ε=2 refiects the difference in their inten-
siti白血dmay be explained in terms of the 
sca1ing in the肱1e町 theory.As eq. (2.10) shows， 
the horizontal velocity u. is scaled by gαdTjN， 
where N is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency corre-
sponding to the basic stratification. In the non-
linear model， however， the basic stratification 
is modified by the temperature perturbation. 
Thus， the effective value of the Brunt-V泊sala
frequency， N" over the land in the daytime be-
comes smaller出制 N and larger in the night-
time. This fact and eq. (2.10) suggest that the 
sea breeze is stronger白血 theland breeze even 
in the model in which the eddy diffusivities 
are constant both in time and space. The effect 
of the temperature stratificationon the relative 
intensities of the land and sea breezes'has been 
found by Mak and Walsh (1976) based on a 
1inear theory in which the tempe四 turestrati-
fication was a periodic function of t泊，e.

Effe6ts of the variation of N， are also re-
flected in the behaviour of the vertical velocity. 
Fig. 13 shows the distributions of the vertical 
velocity for t= 18" and 19" and for .=0 and .=2. 
In the 1inear model， the vertical velocity is anti-
symmetric with respect to x=O. In the non-
Iinear model， however， it is not. At t= 18" 
when N， over the land is large， the vertical 
velocity over the land is slight1y weaker th皿

that in the 1inear model. At t= 19πwhen N， 
over the land is small， on the other har¥d， the 
vertical velocity over the land is larger than 
that over the sea， and both are Iarger th阻

that in the Iinear model. 
As to the non-dimensional horizontal di-

mension of the sea breeze. A， the linear model 
glves ε=2.104)， while the non-linear model 
(.=2) givesA=2.15. Thus， A seems to be a weakly 
increasing function of εSince s. can be con-
sidered as a ratio of the advection velocity to 
the group velocity of the hydrostatic internal 
gravity wave whose vertical scale and frequency 
a問 (κ/叫，)". and 酎恥 respectively， it is ex-
pected that， when • is sufficient1y larger than 
unity， the penetration velocity of the sea breeze 
into inIand is determined by the advection 
velocity. This means that the front of the sea 
breeze bears the nature of a gravity current as 
suggested from observations (e.g.， S卸lpson
et al.， 1977) and laboratory experiments (e.ι， 
Mitsumoto et al.， 1983). It would be interesting 
to see the dependence of A on εfor larger values 
of •. However， the numerical instability and the 
a田umptionof the constant eddy diffusivity and 
cons!Imt eddy kinematic viscosity have prevented 
the computations for ε>2 as described above. 

5. Summary and concJusions 

The linear theory of land and sea breeze 
circulation is developed to cJarifY the physical 
process which determines the horizontal di 
mension of LSBC. It is found that， after suitable 
scaling of variables and under hydrostatic appro-
xirnation， a similarity solution exists when the 
Coriolis force is absent and the eddy Prandt1 
number is one. Even if the non-hydrostatic 
effects are considered， the solution remains 
valid outside the tiny region right above the 
coastline where the hydrostatic approximation 
breaks down. The existence of the similarity 
solution has not been noticed in the previous 
studies Walsh (1974)， Kimura and Eguchi (1978)， 
Ueda (1983) and Rottuno (1983)， whose resu1ts 
are critically discussed in the light of the present 
study.古田 horizontal釦 dvertical dimensions 
of LSBC are scaled by NK'"印平明朗d"ll'lω証明，

respectively， and the horizontal and vertical 
velocities by gαdTjN and gαdT.ω*1 N2， re-
spectively. 
When the Coriolis force is present， the solu-

tion depends on the non.dimensional Coriolis 

4) This value is 511gh吐ysmaller th岨 the由eoretical
value.2.2. 
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parameter f ~ f.iω.. Especially， the horizontal 
dimension }.キ of LSBC is given by ん.-
N/C

l/2ω;3
1
2 Fω， where Fωis a function of f 

F remains almost constant (-2.1) for f < 1 

(latitude less than 30
0
)， but decreases rapidly 

with increasing f for f > 1. F becomes 0.9 for 
f ~ 2 which corresponds to the poles. These re. 

sults suggest that the effect of the Coriolis force 

is not important for LSBC for latitudes less than 

30
0

• It would be of interest to compare the 
present results with observations at various 

latitudes if available 
The effect of increasing the eddy Prandtl 

number Pr~νjds 町駅edto weaken LSBC and 

therefore to decrease the horizontal dimension of 

LSBC. 
The effect of吐lenonlinearity is also ex. 

amined by a nonlinear numerical model. It is 

found that the nonlinearity breaks down several 

symmetries of LSBC which are present in the 

linear model. These features are explained in 

terms of variation of the effective temperature 

stratification. It is also found th~t ， within the 

degree of nonlinearity considered in this paper， 
the effect of nonlinearity increases the hori-

zonal dimension of sea breeze circulation only 

slightly. Unfortunately， the assumption of 

constant eddy diffusivity and eddy kinematic 

viscosity prevented us from studying the effect 

of strong nonlinearity on the flow field. How-

ever， it should be remembered that the same 

出 sumption has simplified the problem con-

siderably and enabled us to obtain a physical 

insight leading to the various important de-

ductions described above. 
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海陸風循環の線形論穣

新野 宏

(気象研究所)

海陸風循環の性質を線形論で調べた。静水圧近似のもとでは，コリオザ力がなければ，海陸風循環の

線形論は相似解を持つ。相似解に現れる各変数白スケーり γ グから，海陸風の水平 鉛直スケーノレはそ
れぞれN"Vtω孝明， κ円 ωJAで，水平・鉛直速度のスケールはgα l>.T/N，g αl>.Tω本州2で，圧力

白スケーノレはgαl>.Tκ V'ωィv，で与えられることがわかった。ここで， ω，とl>.Tは地表面で与える温

度の周期的時間変化目振動数と振幅， Nは基本場の浮力銀動数， <は渦温度伝導率， gは重力加速度， α

は体膨張率である。渦フ.ラントノレ数は 1を仮定した。

海岸線の近くの非常に小さな領域では静水圧近似が成り立たないため，相似解も成り立たなくなる。

この非静水圧領域の水平・鉛直スケールは共に〔κ/N)v'のオーダーであり，そこでは鉛直速度が本平

速度と同じオーダーになる。しかl.-，この領域。外側では相似解は至るところで有効である。

コリオリ力が存在するとき，非静水圧領域の外側の解は無次元コリオリ係数 f=f./ω*りみに依存す

る。海陸風循環の水平スケーノレ λ取を，海風の無次元流速が0.03に減少する海岸線からの距離で定義す
ると， λ*=Nκv，ωivz・F(f)で与えられる。ここでF(f)はfの普遍関数であるロ Fはf<1すなわ

ち緯度が30度以下のときにはほぼ定 (-2.I)にとどまるが， f> 1になると f左共に急激に減少し，

南極目北極にあたる f=2に対しては0.9となる.
渦プラントル数及び非線形過程の流れに及ぼす効果についても議論する。

*この論文は1986年7月.大気力学に関する京都国際セミナーにおいて発表したものである。
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